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Executive Summary
The web is now a mobile-first channel and the 
majority of consumer time spent on mobile 
(86%) is within apps. The app landscape is 
highly competitive and for brands to win in this 
new arena, it’s surprising that more marketing 
budgets aren’t prioritized for app promotion 
given just how popular apps become. One 
thing that has become clear over the last 
decade of apps is that brands can’t simply rely 
on their brand name and existing customer 
base to build an app audience.

Even though this year has been one that many 
industries would rather forget, 2020 has been 
especially good for mobile. Time spent, total 
users, and total downloads have all increased 
for apps, and almost every industry category—
including shopping, grocery, gaming, and 
dating—are seeing these big gains. 

With app usage up, the value that an app can 
have to the enterprise is increasing as well. 
This is leading to more competition, a more 
crowded space, and app marketers must be 
savvier and more strategic than ever before. 
For app developers trying to promote their 
app during these challenging times, it’s hard  
to imagine any better option than Apple 
Search Ads when 65% of downloads occur 
directly after a search on the App Store.

In this report, learn more about Apple Search Ads, why it’s become one of the fastest growing channels  
in advertising, and learn some expert tips and best practices so that you can maximize this opportunity. 

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-retail-apps-2018
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-retail-apps-2018
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-retail-apps-2018
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Introduction:
The global pandemic has spiked app usage
“Americans spend the overwhelming majority of their mobile time within apps (86%), but many retailers remain 
focused on the mobile web. Most mobile users have just a few retail apps on their smartphones, favoring the 
largest retailers and putting those without an established app presence at a disadvantage. App user  
acquisition, engagement and retention are challenges for many retailers as they look for the right  
value proposition to offer customers.” 
- eMarketer

In the US alone, there are more than 247+ million smartphone app users who spend more than 3 hours a day 
engaging in apps. Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, consumers are stuck at home and trying to accomplish 
everyday tasks through their mobile devices such as grocery shopping, staying fit with exercise classes, and 
going to the doctor. Gaming, video streaming, and general entertainment apps have seen an  
uptick in downloads and usage as people simply try to fight the boredom. 

Leading Mobile App Marketing Goals According  
to App Marketers in North America
% of respondents

USER ACQUISITION

BRAND AWARENESS

ENGAGE & RETAIN EXISTING USER BASE

INCREASE ONLINE TRAFFIC TO VARIOUS BRAND PROPERTIES

INCREASE FOOT TRAFFIC TO PHYSICAL STORES

71%

30%

29%

14%

4%

ALL OF THESE
13%

Note: n=119
Source: InMobi “State of App Performance Marketing Survey”

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-retail-apps-2018
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-app-installs
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/mobile-app-installs


Mobile app usage grew 40% year-over-year in the second quarter of 2020—even hitting an all-time  
high of over 200 billion hours worldwide in April. The opportunity created by this recent change in consumer 
behavior is staggering. Brands can strategically use apps to not just generate sales, but to strengthen  
brand awareness, increase customer engagement, and drive traffic to their online and offline properties.

Just as marketers discovered a few decades ago that search  
engines were an important inflection point to impact and 
influence consumers, it is now the search engines within  
app marketplaces that are becoming today’s critical  
battleground for brands. 

The time is now for app marketers to get more aggressive. Consider the following 2020 app statistics:
• In 2020, app revenue statistics are projecting revenue of $581.9 billion
•  The trendline for the overall mobile app market points to continuous growth, reaching a staggering 

$935 billion in revenue in 2023
• The App Store generated $15 billion in sales in Q1 2020

The app opportunity has been building for over a decade and COVID-19 has pushed it  
to the forefront and should be a major priority for all marketing leaders around the world.

https://techcrunch.com/2020/07/09/coronavirus-impact-sends-app-downloads-usage-and-consumer-spending-to-record-highs-in-q2/
https://techjury.net/blog/app-revenue-statistics/#gref
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Brands cannot rely on just 
their name to drive app 
adoption

Apps have little value without an audience. Brands 
have to get customers to install, keep, and use their 
apps on their mobile devices. And even when a  
brand is already well established in its industry, 
there’s no guarantee that’s enough to compete  
in the world of mobile. 

The rapid rise of app-first, category disruptors that 
are challenging major brands in verticals like financial 
services, travel and ecommerce—and displacing 
them in terms of app adoption—proves that in order 
to win in the app store, big brands need to market 
themselves differently. Now, during the pandemic,  
is when things are heating up. 

Hungry challengers know that the app landscape is 
a much more open playing field than the brick and 
mortar retail space and sometimes bank their entire 
growth strategy on app adoption first. If they can get  

consumers to use their app, the business can branch 
out from there—so app marketing is not just a best 
practice, but a core strategy. 

Challengers are using their apps 
during the COVID-19 pandemic 
as the launching point for 
building brands that may very 
well one day put the current 
market leaders out of business.

With the vast majority of their business value  
derived outside of the app, established brands  
may not be pushing as hard as they should on  
the app front as they prioritize marketing  
budget elsewhere. 

The truth is becoming increasingly clear: companies 
cannot rely on brand recognition alone to drive  
app adoption. They must have an aggressive 
marketing strategy in order to derive the full  
potential that their apps can bring to  
the enterprise. 

5
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Paid app search advertising is just as important to apps  
as SEM is to websites

There are many different ways that a brand can market its app, but it is search 
marketing—what worked so well on the standard web in the early days of the 
Internet—that is becoming one of the clear best practices to drive acquisition 
for apps. Users searching for apps offer the right time and right place to drive 
installs and adoption.

To ensure their app is found, it’s imperative for brands to understand how consumers discover apps. In a study 
on this topic, iPhone users listed a variety of methods of how they found their last app including “My friends/
family told me about it” and “I read about it on the web.” However, the top discovery method by far was using  
the app store search function. On iOS, 47% said they found the app  through App Store search results. 

Where U.S. iPhone users found the last app they downloaded

I searched for it on the App Store

My friends/family told me about it

I read about it on the web

In a category top chart (ex: top free 
productivity apps, top free games)

The app was featured by  
Apple under the featured screen

The app was featured by Apple in a 
category (ex: featured business app)

I searched on the web

I clicked on an ad within another app

I clicked an ad on Facebook, Twitter,  
or another social network

A friend on Facebook, Twitter,  
or another social network shared it

47%

15%

11%

10%

9%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

https://asostack.com/how-do-users-search-for-apps-5a0d3257803f
https://asostack.com/how-do-users-search-for-apps-5a0d3257803f
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So for an app marketer, it’s clear that optimizing for discovery on an app store is certainly one of the most critical 
areas of focus. While ASO (app store optimization) is an organic way to get into the top listings the same way that 
SEO (search engine optimization) is used on the standard web, paid search app advertising is fast becoming one 
of the most important new channels for brands to master. 

With app search advertising, app marketers can immediately get visibility on searches within the app store  
when specific keywords are queried. For newer apps that have yet to achieve high organic rankings, app  
search advertising can ensure that they appear on the app search results pages while they  
simultaneously build up an organic presence. 

As with paid search, app search advertising has options and settings for marketers to finely tune to get the  
best ROI. And because these ads appear above the organic app results, they can be a way for challenger  
apps to instantly leapfrog category leaders and give their apps a chance to be installed. Marketers can  
even bid on competitor app names and garner attention away from their rivals. 

Search marketers have learned over time to write ads that not just attract the right kinds of users, but also 
discourage the wrong ones so that they don’t click and spend your budget without converting. App search 
marketers should follow suit. For example, a brand may discover that promoting its app’s free features  
brings in low-value users while ads which promote its paid features bring in customers who make  
purchases or micro-purchases within the app more often. 

Sometimes in search marketing—whether on the standard web or the app store—it’s as important  
to keep the wrong clickers from wasting your budget as it is to get the right people to engage. 
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Where to start with app search advertising?  
It’s clearly on iOS

Even though Android dominates globally, as of 2020, the Apple share of the smartphone operating  
systems in the U.S. (52.4%) is bigger than Android (47%). But that’s not the only statistic that app  
developers should consider when planning their mobile app campaigns. 

For the last few years, even though Android users downloaded more than twice the number of apps  
as those on Apple devices, iOS users spent almost twice as much in aggregate. 

$25

$47

2018

7.2

18.6

7.4

21.3

Q2 2018 Q2 2019    

25.8

28.7

Moblie App Store Downloads 
Worldwide, Android vs. iOS,  
Q2 2018 & Q2 2019
billions

Source: Sensor Tower, “Store Intelligence  
Data Digest: Q2 2019,” July 22, 2019

App Store
Google Play

$29

$56

$37

$67

$45

$78

$53

$88
$96

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

$72
$85

$104

$123

$141
$156

Moblie App Store Revenues 
Worldwide, App Store vs. Google 
Play, 2018-2023
billions

Note: gross revenues from user spend on premium 
apps and in-app content; includes cut taken by Apple/
Google; excludes revenues from in-app advertising; 
excludes third-party  
Android stores

Source: Sensor Tower, “2019-2023 App Market 
Forecast,” March 28, 2019

Apple App Store
Google Play

Specifically with regards to gaming apps, Android users downloaded 32.9 billion apps in 2019 versus iOS’s 9.2 
billion downloads. That’s more than 3X the difference, yet iOS users drove $37 billion in app revenues versus 
just $24.7 billion in Android app revenue that year. That’s an average of $4.02 per download versus just $0.75 
revenue per download for Android users!

With iOS users clearly ahead in terms of value per install, it makes sense that app developers looking  
to maximize their revenue opportunity should start by focusing on the App Store. 

$25

$47

$60

https://www.statista.com/statistics/266572/market-share-held-by-smartphone-platforms-in-the-united-states/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/266572/market-share-held-by-smartphone-platforms-in-the-united-states/


What is Apple Search Ads?

The sheer number of apps available to consumers is staggering, which is probably 
why 70% of App Store visitors use search to find apps. Apple Search Ads appears at 
the top of App Store search results. So, if a user searches “mindfulness,” the name 
of a specific app will pop up right at the top of results. Apple Search Ads looks just 
like the listings for any other app and has a blue background and ad disclosure icon. 
The ad can appear on iPhone and iPad.

How valuable are they?
According to Apple Search Ads, 65% of app downloads occur immediately after 
a search on the App Store. Furthermore, the company reports a 50% average 
conversion rate for Apple Search Ads. Those numbers mean that optimizing Apple 
Search Ads is crucial for app marketers looking to make sure their app is not just 
seen but downloaded from the App Store. 

Will creating an ad get me to the top of search results?
Well, according to Apple Search Ads, that depends on a few factors.  
The first is bidding. 

From Apple Search Ads:

“Whether your ad shows over other advertisers bidding on that same query is 
determined by the combination of your app’s relevance to the search query and the 
amount of your bid.”

The other factor determining the success of your ad is keyword relevance:
“If your app isn’t relevant for what the user is looking for, it won’t make it into  
the ad spot — regardless of how much you may be willing to pay. Apple Search  
Ads considers both relevance as well as bidding, and does not put apps into  
auctions if they are not a good match.”

https://searchads.apple.com/advanced/help/overview/
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How do I make sure my ad is relevant?
To make sure your ads are rising to the top, focus on keyword relevance. One way to get help with keywords is 
to get started with Apple Search Ads Advanced.

Then Apple Search Ads provides a list of keywords relevant to your app and its category. You can also add your 
own keywords, and Apple Search Ads will supply a list of related words to consider including as well. Nailing  
your keywords is the most important step to optimizing Apple Search Ads for maximum impact. 

How do other big ad install types compare?
While we recommend advertisers to prioritize Apple Search Ads in their app marketing plans, it is not the 
only option. There are many different places for consumers to discover apps, such as Google Play, Snap, and 
Facebook (which includes WhatsApp and Messenger), and app marketers should absolutely seriously consider 
advertising options for all those mobile advertising platforms. To access them all from a single platform, check 
out Skai Apps, the all-in-one, complete solution for app marketers to drive installs & increase engagement across 
Apple Search Ads, Google, Facebook, and Snap.

Where can I learn more?
Apple Search Ads now offers an on-demand training program. After going through the eight lessons, 
practitioners can take an exam to receive their Apple Search Ads Certification. 

https://kenshoo.com/kenshoo-apps/
https://searchads.apple.com/help/advanced/0070-learn-about-certification
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Background
C-Date, part of Interdate SA, is a casual dating app with over 36 million users in more than 30 countries.

Challenge
C-Date had been running Apple Search Ads for some time to promote its app at the top of search results in the 
App Store.  However, with not enough time nor resources to manage the channel effectively, the team was not 
able to (1) optimize campaign structure in order to drive success, and (2) optimize campaign performance to 
meet their delivery goals of increased installs and in-app registrations.

Solution
C-Date turned to Skai Apps for support, and once on the platform were able to:

1)  Restructure their campaign as recommended by Apple Search Ads with the support of the Skai Apps 
team.

2)  Automate their bids using Skai’s Automatic Full Funnel Bid Optimization tool to take the manual effort 
out of bidding and invest more time in strategic planning.

Once automatic bidding was applied to the refreshed campaign structure, C-Date saw a vast increase in volume 
and quality of traffic.

Results
Skai Apps helped C-Date to scale its activity and increase install and registration volumes, overachieving 
expectations and growing budgets on Apple Search Ads. Overall, C-Date achieved:

295 increase in installs
314 increase in registrations

Case study: C-Date increases registrations by 314% on  
Apple Search Ads with the help of Skai Apps

“Skai Apps has really helped us scale our Apple Search Ads campaigns in a 
way I would never have achieved by myself. With the tool taking care of the 
results, I am now able to allocate more time to developing plans that will 
help me further our Apple Search Ads campaigns”

Sergio Andres Ramirez Perez, SEA Team Lead - C-Date

295%
Install Increase

314%
Registration Increase

Case study
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10 Apple Search Ads tips to maximize your app ROI

While Apple Search Ads isn’t brand-new, marketers are still figuring out how best to approach this channel to 
maximize results. Here are some tips from our Skai Apps team that can help you raise your game when it comes 
to this advertising opportunity: 

Don’t just bid on brand terms. While bidding on your brand terms is extremely 
important, you also must build out ad groups with competitor and category terms. Just like 
with standard SEM, an ad can displace the organic listing at the top of the page. So, it’s wise 
to own that top position with an ad to protect your rivals from appearing ahead of you.

Understand how app users search. One of the biggest differences between app searches 
and general web searches—such as on Google.com—is that they are generally very short 
queries. On the standard web, if someone is looking for food delivery, they may use a long 
string such as “Thai food delivery in Chicago near me.” However, on the App Store, they may just 
search for “delivery” and go from there. Keep this in mind when building out your keyword lists.

Master your matching. Apple Search Ads offers broad match and exact match—and 
search engine marketers are already very familiar with these options. However, there’s also 
an Apple Search Ads proprietary keyword discovery tool, called Search Match, where your 
ads may be matched automatically to search terms without you having to figure out all 
keyword possibilities and actively bid on them

Use Discovery campaigns to expand your keyword lists. With Search Match, you 
can let Apple Search Ads match your ads to users based on their search terms. You can 
then mine these results periodically (our experts recommend at least every two weeks) to 
discover keywords to add to your campaigns. You should also look for irrelevant keywords 
you discover from Search Match and prune them out from future user searches with 
negative keywords.

Core Value:

Broaden Reach

Understand Users

Wider Focus

Discovery Ideas

Discovery
How to Expand Non-Brand



Gain more control over how Apple Search Ads matches keywords. When expanding 
keyword lists, exclude terms you add to your exact match ad groups from your broad match  
ad groups using negative keywords. This will ensure that when a user searches for one of  
those important terms, the system won’t be confused over which ad group to pull ads  
from. The concept here is that your exact ad groups will probably be tighter and offer  
more relevant messaging. 

Skai Apps clients can utilize Keyword Manager. This feature helps you to find new 
keywords and add new keywords across multiple ad groups at once. You can add keywords 
to ad groups by tag and add your keywords in bulk. This makes the keyword building 
process quicker so you don’t have to add them one at a time.

Use Creative Sets. As explained in a recent Skai blog post on Creative Sets: 

Creative Sets enables you to leverage additional App Store assets to create more ad 
variations. These will run in addition to the current image and text ads that Apple Search 
Ads automatically creates for your app. 

For example, for a travel app, people focused on where to eat might search “travel dining” 
on the App Store, while those who search for “travel fitness” are looking for completely 
different content. By matching your creative to the keyword search, you can tap into the 
power of relevance. Relevance has always been one of the factors that can help make ads 
successful and digital marketing has been masterful at dynamically adjusting the ad on-the-
fly to take advantage of the power of relevance.

5
6
7

https://kenshoo.com/blog/creative-sets-for-apple-search-ads/
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Leverage dayparting. Most advertisers don’t have the budget to run Apple Search Ads 
on full blast every day.  Ad scheduling allows you to specify the times and days your ads run 
on the App Store. If you have an app marketing plan that is part of a multi-channel, time-
sensitive marketing program, you may want to schedule your ads to align with it accordingly. 

Don’t forget seasonality. Most businesses need to change with the seasons. If your brand 
is impacted by the various holidays and key calendar events throughout the year, make sure 
to run on those related terms during those times. Extra tip: Load those up into their own ad 
groups so you can just pause them and reactivate them in subsequent years.

Know where you stand against the competition. To better understand how Apple 
Search Ads is performing to your competitors, use the Impression Share report.  
Apple Search Ads defines this as:

The share of impressions your ad(s) received from the total impressions served on the same 
search terms or keywords, in the same countries and regions. Impression share is displayed 
as a percentage range, such as 0‑10%, 11‑20%, and so on. This metric is only available in 
predefined Impression Share reports and on the Recommendations page.

Marketers can benchmark their Impression Share over time and optimize their campaigns—
especially ones with brand terms—in order to ensure that they show as often as possible for 
their most important terms. One strategy might be to decide upon an Impression Share goal 
and optimize campaigns to always stay above that waterline.

89
10

https://searchads.apple.com/help/advanced/0023-reporting-options-and-definitions/
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Conclusion: App Store search results is the most important 
real estate for user acquisition
Whether it’s legacy brands extending another engagement point, brands identifying a new sales channel for 
customers, or new brands looking to build a business via an app, consumer time spent with mobile devices and 
apps is growing year-over-year.

On average, iOS users monetize more than 4X higher than Android users, so this is where marketers should 
focus their valuable time and budget. 

What brands can’t do is simply rely on their brand name and existing customer base to build an app audience. 
It’s clear that a real marketing plan is needed, one with a focus on app discovery. There’s no other ad placement 
that is more valuable for this than being seen and reaching engaged users at the top of App Store search results 
with Apple Search Ads. 
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About Skai
Skai is the leading marketing activation and intelligence platform for brands looking to drive growth by 
engaging customers across digital touchpoints. Skai offers the only marketing solution that combines 
augmented analytics for actionable consumer and market insights with campaign orchestration and 
marketing measurement for success on Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, Walmart, Apple Search 
Ads, Pinterest, Snapchat, Instagram, Verizon Media, Instacart, Target, Yandex, Yahoo Japan, and Baidu. 
Skai’s machine learning algorithms leverage market signals and internal data, enabling brands and 
agencies to predict trends and keep pace with customers. Skai has seven international locations and is 
backed by Sequoia Capital, Arts Alliance, Tenaya Capital, and Bain Capital Ventures. Please visit skai.io for 
more information.

https://www.facebook.com/Kenshoo
https://twitter.com/kenshoo
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kenshoo/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/kenshooltd/

